
Ledger Lines 

You need to use one or two ledger lines above or below the stave


	 * Please draw them straight and equal distance apart from the stave line.


Time Signatures 

	 	 	 	     2  3  4  3


In grade 2, you need to learn 2, 2, 2, 8. Also, you need to define if it is duple, triple or 
quadruple time.


	 	 Duple = 2 beats (2/2, 2/4)


	 	 Triple = 3 beats (3/4, 3/2, 3/8)


	 	 Quadruple = 4 beat (4/4, 4/2)


You might be asked to convert time signatures within duple time, triple time or quadruple 
time:





	 Example:
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The Major Keys of A, Bb and Eb 

	 A major: 





	 	 


	 Eb major: 




	 Bb major:


	 * Reviewing tonic triad — Three notes; the key-note (1st degree)and the 3rd and 		
	 5th degrees above it.


Triplets 

In grade 2, it is the first time mentioning the triplet. It could have different note values, but 
always appears in a duple like equal division.
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	 Other grouping: 

The Minor Keys of A, E, and D 

Here are two kinds (modes) of minor keys: harmonic minor & melodic minor that you need 
to learn in grade 2.


I want you to know Natural Minor before going on! 

	 Natural minor: 3rd below (or 6th above ) the major key is its relative minor key. This 	
	 will give you better understanding or the key signatures.
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	 Harmonic minor: Rising 6th and 7th a semitone (half step) up ALL THE TIME.


	 Melodic minor: Rising both 6th and 7th a semitone (half step) up when ascending 	
	 (going up), cancel the sharp on the 6th and 7th when descending (going down). 	 


Grouping Notes and Rests 

Basic usage of beams , ties, and dots were covered in grade 1. You need to use them 

with the new time signatures: 2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 3/8.


	 


2/2, 3/2, 4/2 

	 always use semibreve (whole note) when possible
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	 * Anything shorter than a semibreve (whole note), you should beam (group) them 	
	 within 	one beat (I call it per beat rule).


	 3/8 is a triple time, but it has “ in one” like nature. When beaming (grouping) the 		
	 note under it, you will need to follow the “one beat” per bar.


Stem would be a problem when covering larger ranges, and with beaming them together.


	 Basics:  

	 When you see a group of notes, we want the draw the stems base on the least 	 	
	 forgiven notes. In the other word, go with the farthest note from the middle stave 	
	 lines (both up and down).




	 	 	 Yes	 	 	 	 	 Yes	 	 	 No
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Rests:


	 Remember to use the full bar rest for time signature 2/4, 3/4, 4/4/, 2/2, 3/2, 3/8 

 

If you have to separate the one beat, make it half first.


	 	 	 Yes	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 No


Intervals 

When you play two different notes, you get an interval. If you play them one after another, 

it is called melodic interval; if you play them together, it is called harmonic interval. 
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	 You can measure the interval by counting the number from the bottom note.


Composing Simple Four-Bar Rhythms 

In grade, you learned to add two bars to a two-bar rhythm. In grade 2, you will need to do 
more.

	 1. you will need to write three more bars with given the1st bar.

	 2. you will need to write the rest of the four bars with given the incomplete 1st bar.


	 Skills:

	 	 * Matching the motive with similar structural patterns

	 	 * Do not hesitate to do repetitions from first two bars

	 	 * remember to make the last bar more like a little ending

	 	 * Do make some changes if you are confident with the previous 3.
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